Leading Edge

Geoff Watts : Well now a word about our ancestors.

(Flintstones theme plays)

Meeting the Flintstones or at any rate the branch of the family that might have lived in the UK at one period in our early history is something we haven't yet managed and for reasons that are far from clear.
The earliest evidence of human existence in Britain,goes back about half a million years. We have some idea of the course of events since then,but there are still big gaps. Oddly there's no evidence of human occupation during the 100,000 years between the last two ice ages? Why?
Well the Natural History Museum and its partners have just been awarded over a million pounds to answer this and other questions,in the biggest ever study of early human existence in this country. Gareth Mitchell has been talking to some of the people involved in a project called AHOB - The Ancient Human Occupation of Britain.

Chris Stringer : We know people have been in Britain for the last 10,000 or 12,000 years and we had a reasonably mild climate at that time,but we're going back beyond that. Certainly as far back as 500,000 years ago,and possibly beyond,and one of the things we're looking at is when did people first get to Britain,because we know they were here about 500,000 years ago.

[So the evidence refutes biblical creation stories -LB]

But some of us suspect that people were here even earlier - so we're looking for that evidence.

Gareth Mitchell : Chris Stringer of the Natural History Museum in London. Research has uncovered evidence of 500,000 year old human habitation in Britain,in 1993.
They found an ancient leg bone in southern England,and then a couple of years later at the same site,another striking discovery.

"Archaeologists in West Sussex have discovered a tooth believed to be more than half a million years old. It was uncovered by a 19 year old student in gravel pits at Boxgrove,near Chichester. Paul Greer reports.

Paul Greer : English Heritage are calling this latest discovery at the Boxgrove site 'one of fundamental scientific importance',the tooth....

Gareth Mitchell :  As well as that tooth,and the previously discovered bone,researchers found some tools at Boxgrove,some of which have ended up at the British Museum. Nick Ashton is curator of the museum's Palaeolithic collections,and he showed me one of the flint tools found at Boxgrove.

Nick Ashton : This is just one example of a hand axe,found from Boxgrove, a beautiful sort of ovate shaped piece,worked very carefully on two faces,and in mint condition.

[I wonder if it was "spear" mint?? -LB]

Gareth Mitchell :  Amazing to see this,500,000 years old,you're holding this thing in the palm of  your hand,it's roughly the size of the palm of your hand,and it's a beautifully carved flint. It looks as if it was made yesterday,not half a million years ago.

[Creationists would have us believe it WAS made yesterday,when all the evidence shows it came from long before their version of how the Earth got started!! -LB]

Nick Ashton : Yep,absolutely,incredibly fresh,and probably used as a general purpose butchery tool,though there are some of these pieces,there are minute traces on the edges where you can identify polish and wear that's very similar that you get on...through modern day butchery.

Gareth Mitchell :   But Britain's hasn't been continuously populated since the Boxgrove people. Over the millennia we've come and gone. Human habitation has varied in line with climatic variation. Chris Stringer says that humans disappeared during cold glacial periods,and reappear during warmer times.

Nick Ashton :  We do find human occupation about 500,000 years ago with Boxgrove in a warm stage. Again, about 400,000 years ago in a warm stage. Again about 325,000 years ago in a warm stage and again about 200,000 years ago in a warm stage.

[Almost one might say in "historical cycles" mathematical models of the weather and population show how such periods might occur -LB]

And then we come into the most recent stage with people coming back about 12,000 years ago,into the present warm stage.

[Biblical accounts might be more to do with this recent incarnation - if anything at all. No people would have been able to write or be able to account our history in the previous period,short of cave paintings-LB]

Now those peaks - if you like - of warm stages are when we would expect to find people providing they could get here,and then we've got really cold stages,when it was extremely cold and Britain may well have been completely depopulated,people just vanished,they died out and then things had to be started all over again.

Gareth Mitchell :  So during the last half million years,the ice ages have killed us off or driven us away,and we've done best in the periods between the ice ages,the warm inter glacial periods.

[Personally I think it's best to steer clear of periods when you're having interglacials,otherwise you won't become climatic - LB]

But there's a puzzle,during the last interglacial,about 170,000 years ago,despite warm climatic conditions,there's no trace of human existence.
That's borne out by Nick Ashton's collection of artefacts stashed away in the British Museum stores.

Nick Ashton : As you can see in our stores here, we have a vast quantity of material,maybe some 300,000 individual artefacts from about 500,000 years up to about 200,000 years and then remarkably there appears to be a huge absence,possibly for as long as 130,000 years.

Gareth Mitchell :  One of the aims of the AHOB project is to work out why it appears there were not humans around for that long 130,000 year inter glacial period. There are various theories - sea levels might have risen suddenly,blocking early humans from the near continent,or maybe they chose to stay away,preferring the open plains of the east,to the densely wooded land of Britain.

Nick Ashton :  I think they were tending to go for more open landscapes,they're adapting to the cooler climates of Northern Europe,they're going for larger hunting of herds,they've probably got larger social groups,they're technology is changing,so what they're tending to favour are the more open environments of Eastern Europe,Asia,if you like,the modern day Steppes,and backing away from the more forested environments,the more oceanic climates of Western Europe,I think that is one factor that is contributing towards this apparent absence of humans in Britain.

Gareth Mitchell :  And investigating that issue and answering many more questions is just what the AHOB programme aims to do,over the next 5 years,as the team attempts to further complete our picture of human history.
[Nowhere have they come across any intervention by Gods - everywhere are signs of evolution -LB]

And Nick Ashton hopes the project will ultimately address some of the really big issues surrounding our very existence.

Nick Ashton :  One of the most fundamental questions is,you know,what are humans,how do they develop into humans,what is humanity? And I think these are really searching questions,and if we can fill the gaps of the human history of Britain,then we're partly on the way to answering some of those much deeper questions.

Geoff Watts : Nick Ashton finishing that report by Gareth Mitchell. Joe,most of the work in studies of this kind,indeed the kind of studies we were hearing about there is based on physical evidence,bone,artefacts and the like - but science does now offer another way of looking at ancestry doesn't it?

Joe Palker : Well that's right. I think some of the most interesting changes in the whole world of dating....of tracking human population shifts has come from the molecular biology world.
By looking at certain areas of our DNA,either chromosomes like the Y chromosome,or the DNA that's in mitochondria which we only inherit from our mothers,people have been able to develop what they call a "molecular clock" and by looking at selected populations they can see how long a population has been around,because some of the characteristics of this DNA remain constant whereas others change,and so what the molecular biologists have been doing,is they've been looking at their clock and they say "well we think, looking at this,that humans must have been here" - let's say Africa "and then they must have showed up in the UK,you know several hundred thousand years later" and the palaeontologists with the physical anthropologists go in and they say "well we don't have any evidence of this yet,but we can look for it".

[So even if one takes issue with Carbon14 dating - which is absurd to do so - since the same atomic breakdowns are used in the world's most accurate clocks - there is a clock within the DNA itself saying how old something is - and it comes out at way more than 4,000 - 10,000 years - so creationists are just plain wrong -LB]

And it's really been a very exciting synergy of two very disparate fields.

Geoff Watts : Well,change of scale now to something cosmological. And violent event in a far distant part of the universe,the collapse of a star or the collision of two stars will be accompanied by vast outpourings of radiation. These bursts of light and radio frequency activity, travel in waves through space and can be detected by telescopes here on Earth.
Although we don't think of gravity in quite the same way as light,violent events also generate gravitational waves - or so we believe.

[We "believe" because it's a speculation with little evidence,and difficult to prove - same as all other beliefs. As it is a scientific belief has greater foundation than any other - since it is an estimation about what ought to be based on what is known -LB]

It was Einstein who first talked of gravity waves,but that was back in 1915,and the only evidence of their existence is still indirect. So what's the problem?
The main hurdle in detecting gravitational waves is that they're exceedingly weak.Any instrument capable of picking them up has to be correspondingly sizeable,though the word "sizeable" is barely adequate to describe the instruments that have been built in America as part of a project called LIGO. It's director is professor Barry Barish of the California Institute of Technology. When I met him recently in the States he explained some of the difficulties confronting the gravity wave hunters.

Barry Barish : Although most of us think of gravity as the thing we all experience,since we're all held down on the Earth,that's because the whole Earth is basically holding us down. The gravity is so much weaker than the other forces that it's very hard to detect,so we can calculate all these things,but in terms of detecting it,we need technologies that are only now being developed.

[As I said before - the calculations show that gravity wavers OUGHT to exist - upon what we  know DOES exist - and so a scientific belief has more basis than a sheer speculation - a lot of things that HAVE been discovered were first calculated and figured to exist before they were found - that is the power of mathematics- it's a far better system than belief by faith - which just guesses,and doesn't test itself against reality - LB]

So the actual detection of gravitational waves hasn't been yet....

Geoff Watts : And the problem with detecting them is simply that they are very,very weak. So you need a large detector?

Barry Barish :  Yes the problem is that they are very weak,and the actual affect that you are trying to measure is extremely small. The affect of a gravitational wave if it goes through you or me - is to slightly elongate you and make you shorter and fatter,and taller and thinner at the frequency of the gravitational wave,but the amount is undetectable unless you have awfully good equipment.

Geoff Watts : Well awfully good equipment is what you hope that you've got with LIGO - what does LIGO stand for?

Barry Barish :  It's called Laser Interferometer and the next is Gravitational wave,and we use the word Observatory - so let me just kind of walk you through that.
A laser is a very  high power focused beam of light [Actually it's a light of a single frequency - or "colour" - LB] - that allows us to use that by timing how long it takes light to go back and forth a very,very ,very accurate ruler. The most accurate ruler... way to measure distance though generally in scientific instruments is to measure the difference between two distances not the absolute distance itself.

[Yes - absolute is inaccurate - and relative is more accurate - LB]

And so we use these lasers in the form of what we call an interferometer,we send the light down two arms,each in opposite perpendicular directions,and compare the time it takes to go down one arm with the time it takes to go down the second arm. We set it so that when nothing is happening,both arms are exactly the same amount of time,and we subtract one from the other and so you get no signal.
If one of the arms gets stretched a little bit,just as you would get stretched by a gravitational wave,the other one gets squashed a little bit,then there's some difference in time,and that's what we measure,that very,very small difference in time.

Geoff Watts : You talked about using a ruler just now, I rather assumed that these "rulers" as you put it are very,very long rulers?

Barry Barish : Yeah,these are 4km long,we also bounce the light many,many times,about 100 times,so they're effectively 400km.

Geoff Watts :  Where is this piece of equipment?

Barry Barish : To make sure that what we see is a signal from the very far reaches of the universe,we've built two of these,one of them in the state of Washington,the second one in a forest, a rural forest in the state of Louisiana. These are  3,000km apart,and we ask that signal,the same signal be recorded in both at the...basically at the same time,with just slight differences,due to the path of the light.

Geoff Watts : Is LIGO actually operating yet?

Barry Barish : LIGO is built and we're just making it operate,it's not yet searching for gravitational waves. We expect to - maybe not as sensitive as as we will be in a few years - but we expect our  first serious search to be about one year from now.

Geoff Watts : So you can't actually give us any sort of representations of what it's measured so far. What about simulations of what it's going to be measuring?

Barry Barish :  Okay when you talk about simulations,we of course listen to these simulations all the time,so we happen to have one on a computer,I'm going to play for you the simulation of two black holes merging.

(Sinusoidal sound rises in pitch finishing with a final high pitched "blip" then repeats)

That sound,was the sound what we call of a chirp,that's the sound of a gravitational wave being emitted from the last merger of two black holes,coming together,and in the very last instance the frequency gets higher and higher - the pitch - and the sound gets louder and louder and then it disappears,because they've merged into one black hole basically.

[I'd have thought there'd be some residual waves as the holes wobble around each other,rather as when two soap bubbles meet and then the whole single bubble continues to wobble from the composite velocities and momenta of the original two bubbles - LB]

Geoff Watts :  And that is a simulation,but when LIGO is up and running,that is what you expect,or you hope ultimately you will be recording?

Barry Barish :  That's right. The only difference that will be over a noisy background,because we get background signals from other things and so the trick for us of course is to make the background as low as possible,and our ability to pick out a signal like that as good as possible in a noisy environment.

Geoff Watts :   So it seems like,I mean LIGO ultimately will be doing two things. We're not only confirming - I would imagine - Einstein's prediction of the existence of gravitational waves,but then using the  measurements you can make of gravitational waves,to understand some of the sort of far distant events taking place in the universe?

Barry Barish : Yeah,I think two things,one is although Einstein's theory's wonderful,we really don't know the right theory of gravity in detail,and so studying exactly what we're studying,like the merger of black holes,gives you what gravity does in the strongest possible environment you could imagine,and that's a severe test of any theory.
So understanding the theory of gravity in detail itself which is a physics problem,is one of our main goals.
The second one is that once we can detect gravitational waves we have a completely new way to look at the universe. We can look at the universe by listening to the gravitational signals and not just the optical or electromagnetic signals that have been what's been used in astronomy and astrophysics and so forth.
We should keep in mind that the universe is made mostly of what we call dark matter,but that is matter,which means gravitational signals,could come from anything in the universe,while we see optical signals and electromagnetic signals from only a few percent of the universe.

Geoff Watts :  Professor Barry Barish. Now we know what to expect when black holes bump into one another!
Joe,a great deal of research in astronomy and cosmology that we hear about nowadays seems to depend on satellite observation,it's nice to think that ground-based instruments still have something to contribute isn't it?

Joe Palker :  Well, exactly,just listening to that reminds me of all the really interesting techniques. I mean there are problems observing the skies from Earth,you know we've got the atmosphere to contend with and all sorts of radio waves that are bouncing around on the planet. But his is something where clearly a ground-based observatory is going to work just fine. Although I have to say,because NASA doesn't like to miss anything,and the European Space Agency as well,they are planning a gravitational wave observatory that would be launched into space,now it's still on the drawing boards,but if they can do it,they're going to place three satellites in orbit and use them to try to detect gravitational waves.

Geoff Watts :   And then we'll have the predictable cost overrun presumably before the project is finished!

Joe Palker :  (laughing) Well,unfortunately yes,even now people are saying that what they are planning is too expensive to complete for what they expect,so who knows? But it's nice that these things are complementing each other and that progress can be made here on the Earth.

[It's also nice to know that these things from science are being used to understand ourselves and the universe - it all seems a million miles from Taliban and Afghanistan - LB]

Geoff Watts :   Joe thanks very much. That was Joe Palker of National Public Radio in Washington. Next week naturally occurring molecules that might have uses in medicine.
The source this time  is rather unusual - not plants - but marine corals and sponges.

